
The Discipleship 360° Assessment allows an individual to explore his or her health in following
Jesus.The assessment will provide vitality as a disciple through personal experience and the
observations of close community, which can stimulate deeper conversations and personal
accountability. The results allow the participant to develop a strategy for growth in the areas 
most needed for greater spiritual maturity.

It is often difficult to discern where God wants us to grow as His followers. In the first year or two when
a person knows Jesus there may be tremendous growth, but then comes a plateau. Multiple factors
may contribute to this plateau, but one significant factor is that people often lack intentionality about
how to pursue their own discipleship. The Discipleship 360° Assessment allows a disciple to explore
the health of his or her discipleship, in areas of strength and where growth is needed to pursue a
Gospel-saturated life.

DISCIPLESHIP 360 ASSESSMENT

f l o u r i s h m o v e m e n t . o r g

The Discipleship 360° Assessment was developed in consultation
with dozens of discipleship experts and a rigorous process to ensure

statistical reliability and validity. 

The result is a tool that measures the relative health of a disciple in 8 core qualities and 20 associated
characteristics of discipleship. This survey was intended to evaluate Christians who have identified
themselves as believers for more than a year.



The assessment consists of 70 statements which disciples are
asked to rate on a scale of “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree.” Participants complete the assessment by rating and
then invite 3 - 5 other people to take the assessment on their
behalf. There is also space at the end for written comments
from assessors.

Gospel Saturated Life
Connected to God
Exhibiting the Fruit of the Spirit
Engaging Others Toward Discipleship
Community
Fulfills God’s Call on Their Lives
Understanding the Bible Story and the Bible’s Impact on Life
Understanding the Application of a Missional Incarnational Posture

The Discipleship 360 Assessment and report are
design for 1 individual and 3 - 5 assessors (people
to take the assessment on the individual's behalf).

The cost per assessment and report is: $15
Discount pricing is available for bulk assessment
purchases for sessions, ministry teams, and
churches. 

The assessment contains 70 questions and takes
about 15-20 mintues to complete. 

If you have questions or need more information, please email info@flourishmovement.org.

To purchase and take the assessment,
visit: flourishmovement.org.

Once one or more of your assessors have taken the 
assessment on your behalf, you can log in to your Flourish 
account to close the assessment and generate your report. The report shows a comparison between
how the disciple assessed him/herself and the average of how the observers assessed him or her.
The data is presented in relation to the eight core discipleship qualities. In addition, the report
isolates the characteristics and questions where there is the greatest difference between observed
feedback and the understanding provided by the disciple.

How to Get Started

Participants Cost

Duration

8 Core Discipleship Qualities

DOWNLOAD A SAMPLE REPORTVisit our website at flourishmovement.org to 


